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A Cry in the Snow  
and Other Poems
Translated by Luke Hankins

Stella Vinitchi Radulescu’s poetry dwells in spaces of paradox,
seeking out the words, metaphors and images that capture
both the peaceful stillness of snow and the desperate cry of
human experience. A Cry in the Snow and Other Poems often
draws on these two fertile tropes: the beauty of nature and
the power and limitations of language.A trilingual poet who
has published in French, English and her native Romanian,
Radulescu seeks to harness the elemental aspects of human
experience, working between language and the mysterious
power of silence.

Combining poems from two French-language collec-
tions, Un Cri dans la neige (A Cry in the Snow) and a poetic
prose sequence, Journal aux yeux fermés ( Journal with Closed
Eyes), this collection presents the distinctive and powerful
French poems of Stella Vinitchi Radulescu to an English-
language readership for the first time.

‘Like seashells with light shining through, these poems

by Stella Vinitchi Radulescu express the tough fragility

of being; in his lucid translation, Luke Hankins mirrors

perfectly their deftness and their strength.’

Hoyt Rogers, author and translator

‘Her poems—metaphysical thought, molecules

drowning in stars—are strong, mysterious, cryptic,

surreal, ethereal, dangerous, bursting with authority,

operating at a ghostly spiritual intuitive level . . .’

David Dodd Lee, poet and editor

Stella Vinitchi Radulescu
Stella Vinitchi Radulescu has published numerous books in
the United States, France, Belgium and Romania. She has
received several awards, including the Grand Prix de Poésie
Henri-Noël Villard and the Prix Amélie Murat.

Luke Hankins has published a collection of poems, Weak
Devotions, and a collection of essays, e Work of Creation:
Selected Prose, and is the editor of Poems of Devotion: An
Anthology of Recent Poets. He is also the founder and editor
of Orison Books, a non-profit literary press focused on the
life of the spirit from a broad and inclusive range of
perspectives.

poetry
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A Winter’s Journey  
Four Conversations with Marianne Brausch
Translated by Chris Turner

French cultural theorist and urbanist Paul Virilio is best
known for his writings on media, technology, and architecture.
Gathered here in A Winter’s Journey are four remarkable con-
versations in which Virilio and architectural writer Marianne
Brausch look at a twentieth century characterized by enor-
mous technological acceleration and by technocultural acci-
dents of barbarism and horror.

The dialogues in A Winter’s Journey—structured loosely
around the dates 1940, 1950, 1960, and 1980—chart Virilio’s
intimate intellectual biography, from his childhood lived
against the unstable backdrop of a heavily bombed, wartime
Nantes to maturity in a crisis space that is neither entirely mil-
itarized nor yet fully civilian, but somewhere between the two.
In the course of these conversations, Virilio and Brausch ulti-
mately find hope that in understanding the events of the last
century and the cultural responses spawned by them, we can
create a more humane era that is more adept at handling the
transformations of its technology and culture.

A Winter’s Journey is a revealing and engaging look into
the intellectual life and ideas of one of the most influential
theorists of contemporary civilization.

‘Virilio is an impressive commentator on the

conditioning power of the mass media . . . He flits from

image to image like a poet and usually builds to a

profound climax.’ Guardian

‘If Walter Benjamin had one true intellectual

descendant who extended his inquiries into the

second half of the twentieth century, this must be Paul

Virilio.’ Lev Manovich

Paul Virilio
Paul Virilio, cultural theorist, urbanist and aesthetic
philosopher, is one of the most influential theorists of
contemporary civilization, whose major books include
Speed and Politics: An Essay on Dromology; War and
Cinema: e Logistics of Perception; and e Information
Bomb. 

Marianne Brausch trained as an architect at the Institut
supérieur d’architecture Saint-Luc, Brussels, and, between
1991 and 1994, was a visiting professor at the École spéciale
d’architecture in Paris. More recently, she has worked as a
journalist and translator.

chris turner is a writer and translator who lives in
Birmingham, UK.

cultural studies, philosophy
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All the Roads 
Are Open  
The Afghan Journey
Translated by Isabel Fargo Cole

In June 1939, Annemarie Schwarzenbach and fellow writer
Ella Maillart set out from Geneva in a Ford, heading for
Afghanistan. The first women to travel Afghanistan’s North-
ern Road, they fled the storm brewing in Europe to seek a
place untouched by what they considered to be Western neu-
roses.

The Afghan journey documented in All the Roads Are
Open is one of the most important episodes of Schwarzen-
bach’s turbulent life. Her incisive, lyrical essays offer a unique
glimpse of an Afghanistan already touched by the ‘fateful
laws known as progress’, a remote yet ‘sensitive nerve centre
of world politics’ caught amid great powers in upheaval. In
her writings, Schwarzenbach conjures up the desolate beauty
of landscapes both internal and external, reflecting on the
longings and loneliness of travel as well as its grace.

Maillart’s account of their trip, The Cruel Way, stands as a
classic of travel literature, and, now available for the first time
in English, Schwarzenbach’s memoir rounds out the story of
the adventure.

‘Reading Annemarie Schwarzenbach is a fascinating

experience because nobody as much as her has realized

that literature is a journey in itself.’

Patricia Almarcegui

Annemarie Schwarzenbach
Annemarie Schwarzenbach was a writer, journalist, and
photographer and worked periodically as an
archaeologist.

isabel Fargo Cole is a US-born, Berlin-based writer and
translator.

travel, memoir
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An Answer from 
the Silence  
A Story from the Mountains
Translated by Mike Mitchell

Why don’t we live when we know we’re here just this one time, just
one single, unrepeatable time in this unutterably magnificent world ?

This outcry against the emptiness of ordinary everyday life uttered by the
hero of Max Frisch’s novella is countered by ‘an answer from the silence’
of the mountains.

When the novella begins, the protagonist has just turned thirty and is
engaged to be married and about to start work as a teacher. Frightened by
the idea of settling down, he journeys to the Alps in a do-or-die effort to
climb the unclimbed North Ridge, and by doing so, prove he is not ordi-
nary. Reaching the top, he returns not in triumph but in frostbitten shock,
having come dangerously close to death.

‘When the climber sets out alone towards the deathly North Ridge,

his quest does feel like it will answer something. What has already

been answered, long before we learn the climber’s fate, is the value of

stepping out of our tracks, every once in a while, and asking questions

of the sky.’ Janet Potter, Bookslut

Max Frisch
Max Frisch (1911–91) was one of the greatest
writers of the twentieth century, achieving fame
as a novelist, playwright, diarist and essayist.
One of the founders of Gruppe Olten, he was
awarded the Neustadt International Prize for
Literature in 1986.

FICTION
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‘e Berlin Journal is distinguished by a Kafkaesque

combination of real-life events, musings, dreams, 

distant memories and preliminary sketches.’

Times Literary Supplement

From the Berlin
Journal
Max Frisch
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Correspondence  
Translated by Birgit Schreyer Duarte

Documenting the correspondence between the two most fa-
mous Swiss authors of the twentieth century—Max Frisch
and Friedrich Dürrenmatt—these letters chart how a friend-
ship that was at first both critical and respectful turned,
under the pressure of their increasing fame, into a more 
teasing mode with a hint of irony, then became seriously en-
dangered, until it finally failed. Peter Rüedi’s Introduction
positions the letters within the context of the authors’ lives
and work, and larger historical events. Detailed notes and a
chronicle complete the volume, along with photographs and
facsimiles of the original letters.

‘Max Frisch and Friedrich Dürrenmatt, the two most

important Swiss writers of the twentieth century, are

arguably two seminal figures in the Western European

literary canon since World War II. eir letters give us

an opportunity to understand both writers inside as

well as outside their work. Wholly different in

personality, temperament, and as writers—Frisch, the

master of impersonality, metaphoric subtlety,

variousness and elegance of form; Dürrenmatt bizarre,

satiric, almost clownish in his tragic-comic plays—the

two groped and struggled over a lifetime to make

their relationship work.’

Review of Contemporary Fiction

Max Frisch &
Friedrich Dürrenmatt
Max Frisch (1911–91) was one of the greatest writers of
the twentieth century, achieving fame as a novelist,
playwright, diarist and essayist. One of the founders of
Gruppe Olten, he was awarded the Neustadt International
Prize for Literature in 1986.

Friedrich Dürrenmatt (1921–90), also a member of the
Gruppe Olten, was renowned for his avant-garde dramas,
philosophically deep crime novels and macabre satire.

Birgit Schreyer Duarte is a freelance dramaturge, theatre
director and translator who lives in Canada and Germany.

Biography, Letters
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Life in Peacetime  
Translated by Antony Shugaar

When Life in Peactime opens, on 29 May 2015, engineer Ivo
Brandani is 69 years old. He’s disillusioned and angry—but
morbidly attached to life. As he makes a day-long trip home
from his job in Sharm el Sheik reconstructing the coral reefs
of the Red Sea using synthetics, he reflects on both the brief
time he sees remaining ahead and on everything that has
happened in his life to which he can never quite resign him-
self. We see his slow bureaucratic trudge as a civil servant,
long summer vacations on a Greek island, his twisted rela-
tionship with his first boss, the turmoil and panic attacks he
faced during the student uprisings in 1968 that pushed him
away from philosophy and into engineering, and his fearful
childhood as a postwar evacuee.

A close-up portrait of an ordinary existence, Life in
Peacetime offers a new look at the postwar era in Italy and the
fundamental contradictions of a secure, middle-class life.

Francesco Pecoraro
Francesco Pecoraro’s first book, published in 2007, was a
collection of short stories titled Dove credi di andare,
which received the Premio Berto and the Premio Napoli.
Life in Peacetime is his first novel and has won the Premio
Viareggio and been named as a finalist for the Premio
Strega.

Antony Shugaar is an American journalist and translator
who lives in southern California.

FICTION
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Literary Miniatures  
Translated by Teresa Lavender Fagan

Selected from the pages of Le Monde, the interviews conducted
by Florence Noiville are unequaled in literary journalism. In
Literary Miniatures, Noiville captures the words and views of
some of the best known writers of the twentieth century, engag-
ing luminaries like Saul Bellow, Nadine Gordimer, Aharon Ap-
pelfeld, and A. S. Byatt in revealing dialogue. In this collection,
Noiville converses with Don DeLillo, reasons with Adolfo Bioy
Casares, passes the time with Milan Kundera, and gently inter-
rogates John Le Carré.

Fluent in many languages, Noiville conducted a number of
these interviews in the subject’s native language, engaging these
extraordinary writers on their own terms. Inimitably intimate,
the interviews are a window through which readers can come to
know the writers behind some of the greatest works of literature
of the last one hundred years. Sure to delight lovers of literature
and biography, this book is the perfect expression of the art of
the interview and a priceless artifact for enthusiasts and scholars
alike.

‘A real delight to read with unexpected, tangential

detours, an ear for the uncanny and a distilled, 

bare-boned way of writing.’

Outlook

Florence Noiville
Florence Noiville is an author, journalist, staff writer for Le
Monde, and editor of foreign fiction for Le Monde des
Livres, the paper’s literary supplement.

teresa lavender Fagan is a freelance translator living in
Chicago; she has translated numerous books for the
University of Chicago Press and Seagull Books.

literary criticism
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‘Noiville’s Hitchcock-style psychological thriller

will satisfy even the most ardent suspense fan . .

. ose looking for a gripping read will not be

disappointed.’

Publishers Weekly

A Cage in Search of a Bird
Florence Noiville
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Lyric Novella  
Translated by Lucy Renner Jones

Annemarie Schwarzenbach—journalist, novelist, antifascist, ar-
chaeologist, and traveller—has become a European cult figure
for bohemian free spirits since the rediscovery of her works in
the late 1980s. Lyric Novella is her story of a young man’s obses-
sion with a Berlin variété actress. Despite having his future ca-
reer mapped out for him in the diplomatic service, the young
man begins to question all his family values under Sibylle’s spell.
His family, future, and social standing become irrelevant when
set against his overriding compulsion to pick her up every night
from the theater so they can go for a drive.

Schwarzenbach’s clear, psychologically acute prose makes
this novella an evocative narrative, with many intriguing paral-
lels to her own life. In fact, she admitted after publication that
her hero was in fact a young woman, not a man, leaving little
doubt that Lyric Novella is a literary tale of lesbian love during
socially and politically turbulent times.

Annemarie Schwarzenbach
Annemarie Schwarzenbach was a writer, journalist, and
photographer and worked periodically as an
archaeologist.

Lucy Renner Jones is a cofounder of Transfiction GbR
and a translator of works from German.

FICTION
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Sex and Terror  
Translated by Chris Turner

The fascinus, or phallus, was at the heart of classical Roman
art and life. No god was more represented in ancient Rome
than the phallic deity Priapus, and the fescennine verses, one
of the earliest forms of Roman poetry, accompanied the cele-
brations of Priapus, the harvest, and fertility. But with this
emphasis on virility also came an emphasis on power and
ideas of possession and protection.

In Sex and Terror, Pascal Quignard looks closely at this
delicate interplay of celebration and terror. In startling and
original readings of myths, satires, memoirs, and works of an-
cient philosophy and visual art, Quignard locates moments of
both playful, aesthetic commemoration and outward cruelty.
Through these examples, he describes a colossal cultural shift
within Western civilization that occurred two millennia ago,
as Augustus shaped the Roman world into an empire and the
joyous, precise eroticism of the Greeks turned into a terror-
stricken melancholy. The details of this revolution in thinking
are revealed through Quignard’s astute analysis of classical
literary sources and Roman art.

This powerful transformation from celebration to fear is a
change whose consequences, Quignard argues, we are still
dealing with today, making Sex and Terror an intriguing re-
consideration of ancient Rome that transcends its history.

‘Pascal Quignard is undoubtedly the most iconoclastic

of contemporary French authors.’

Catherine Argand, Lire

Pascal Quignard
Pascal Quignard is one of France’s most eminent living
writers. He is the author of All the World’s Mornings, which
was filmed by Alain Corneau in 1991, and e Roving
Shadows which won the prestigious Prix Goncourt in 2002.
Seagull Books has published several of his works in English
translation.

Chris Turner is a translator and writer living in
Birmingham, UK.

PhilosoPhy
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Sickle  
Translated by May-Brit Akerholt

Norway. The 1800s. Endre must take over the family farm
from his father—his father, who swings the sickle and sharp-
ens the scythe, and says this is the only way in which rocks,
stones, mounts and waves can be ours. But Endre is strange;
unlike his brothers who are merry and full of joy, he keeps to
himself. He wants to live in the farm without longing to leave,
but he is struggling.

Then he meets Abelone—‘the bearer of light’.Tall and
thin, always sitting with her books, sharper than all she went
to school with, she is about to be a teacher.They appear to
come from different worlds—one from the ancient, traditional,
natural world; the other from the forward-looking world of
modernity, of breaking away and of renewal. But there is
love—great and immediate.With new ideas and new lan-
guages, Abelone opens up the world of Endre—whose name
itself means ‘change’.

A novel written in lyrical verse, Ruth Lillegraven’s Sickle is
an unforgettable evocation of longing and loss, of dreams and
reality, and the importance of language itself.

Ruth Lillegraven
Ruth Lillegraven debuted as an author in 2005. She has
published a series of books for children and adults,
including five poetry collections and the novel Between
Us. She won the prestigious Brage Prize for her poetry
collection Urd in 2013, and the New Norwegian Literature
Prize for Sickle in 2016. Her first play, Cally, premiered at
the Norwegian eatre in Oslo in 2018.

Born and raised in Norway, May-Brit Akerholt lives in
Australia, where she is a recipient of a Fellowship from the
eatre Board of Australia Council. She has lectured on
theatre at the National Institute of Dramatic Art, worked
as a dramaturg and literary manager at Sydney eatre
Company and translated numerous plays as well as novels
and poetry collections.

POETRY
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The Invisible Library  
Translated by James Anderson

The year is 323 bce. King Alexander of Macedonia—Alexander
the Great—lies paralysed by poison in his palace in Babylon.
He is 32 years old, had Aristotle as a mentor, and is the greatest
military commander the world has ever seen. At the other end
of the palace, Phyllis, a cook for Alexander’s army, sits locked in
a room, arrested on suspicion of being the poisoner. All of her
adult life she has lived in the field—and for a long period of
time was Alexander’s lover.

Who has poisoned the king? Phyllis is allowed to live as
long as she writes down everything she knows about Alexander.
She tells a brutal story of the violent daily life in the war, about
the planning of the expansion into the Arabian Peninsula, about
an invisible library containing marvelous manuscripts and dis-
coveries, and about the passion between a cook and a king.

With The Invisble Library, Thorvald Steen interweaves
known and unknown, relying on facts until they run out, then
building his story on what is probable, to tell the story of a lit-
tle-known period in the life of one of the most renowned fig-
ures in history. The result is an existential and inspired novel
that goes to the heart of the human experience—who are we in
war, in love, during the final days of life?

‘Steen paints a razor-sharp picture of a man on the brink.

It is a spectacular and exciting historical novel that once

again shows that Steen is unrivalled in this genre.’

Adresseavisen

‘e precise articulation and the characteristics of people

and landscapes contributes to the close atmosphere and

drive in the narrative.’

Dagsavisen

Thorvald Steen
orvald Steen is a Norwegian writer who has published a
wide range of novels, plays, collections of poems, short
stories, children’s books, and essays. His other books include
Don Carlos, Giovanni, Constantinople, e Little Horse and
e Weight of Snow Crystals.

For Seagull Books, James Anderson has translated Tomas
Espedal’s Tramp, Against Art and Against Nature, and
orvald Steen’s Lionheart, e Little Horse and e Invisible
Library.

FICTION
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The Roving Shadows  
Translated by Chris Turner

There are few if any voices more distinct in contemporary
French literature than that of Pascal Quignard, a prolific writer
of rare erudition and elegance. Essayist, critic, translator, novel-
ist and musician, Quignard attempts here an ambitious amal-
gam of his many artistic styles in a fragmentary work that
defies the idea of genre. And his daring was rewarded in 2002
when The Roving Shadows became the first non-novel in more
than sixty years to win the Goncourt Prize, France’s most pres-
tigious literary award.

The first book in Quignard’s Last Kingdom series, The
Roving Shadows can be read as a long meditation on reading
and writing that strives to situate these otherwise innocuous
activities in a profound relationship to sex and death. Writing
and reading can in fact be linked to our animal natures and
artistic strivings, to primal forces and culturally persistent fasci-
nations. With dexterity and inventiveness, Quignard weaves
together historical anecdotes, folktales from the East and West,
fragments of myth, and speculative historical reconstructions.
The whole, written in a musical style not far removed from that
of Couperin, whose piano composition ‘Les Ombres errantes’
lends the book its title, coheres into a work of literature that
reverberates in the psyche long after one has laid it down.

The Roving Shadows is a rare and wondrous tour de force
that cements Quignard’s reputation in contemporary world 
literature. 

‘An encyclopedia of free associations . . . Published by

Seagull Books in a beautifully presented edition, Chris

Turner’s translation is a fine rendering of Quignard's

pithy aphorisms.’

Times Literary Supplement

Pascal Quignard
Pascal Quignard is one of France’s most eminent living
writers. He is the author of All the World’s Mornings,
which was filmed by Alain Corneau in 1991, and e
Roving Shadows which won the prestigious Prix
Goncourt in 2002. Seagull Books has published several of
his works in English translation.

Chris turner is a translator and writer living in
Birmingham, UK.
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Typhus  
Translated by Chris Turner

Set in Malaya during the British protectorate, Sartre’s Typhus
centres on the improbable couple formed by the disgraced
former doctor Georges, who has sunk to the lowest depths of
a highly stratified colonial society, and Nellie, a down-at-heel
nightclub singer, whose partner succumbs to the typhus epi-
demic sweeping the country. Though it does not shy from the
explosive issues of colonialism and race that are implicit in its
setting, Typhus is both a turbulent love story in the best tradi-
tions of Western popular cinema and an existentialist tale of
moral redemption that shares many fascinating parallels with
Albert Camus’s novel The Plague.

Jean-Paul Sartre penned the screenplay Typhus in 1943–
44 as a commission for French filmmakers Pathé, who were
planning a postwar production. However, the film was never
made, though Yves Allégret’s 1953 film The Proud Ones re-
tains some distant echoes of Sartre’s original script. The script
was lost for nearly 60 years before being rediscovered and
published in French in 2007. This first English translation
will be essential for fans of Sartre and twentieth-century
French literature and postwar film.

‘Sartre’s lost screenplay is a tale of human redemption

against a backdrop of utter hopelessness, a common

theme in the work of the French existentialist. . . .

Sartre’s existential philosophy is better known through

his creative works than his philosophical treatises. e

first English translation of this screenplay, written in

1943/44 and rediscovered in 2007, adds to that

understanding.’ Library Journal

Jean-Paul Sartre
Jean-Paul Sartre was a novelist, playwright, biographer and
undoubtedly one of the greatest philosophers of the
twentieth century. e emblematic French thinker of his
generation, his hugely influential writings range across
philosophy, novels, stories, plays and political pamphlets.

chris turner is a writer and translator who lives in
Birmingham, UK.
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